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Abstract 
A hidden set is a set of points such that no two points in the set are visible to each other. In 
this paper we study hidden sets of points in arrangements of segments, and we provide bounds 
for its maximum size that are optimal up to a factor 2. 
1. Introduction 
Two points of a geometric domain D are called visible if the segment hey define 
does not intersect the exterior of D. We say that a set S of points of D is a guard set for 
D if every point of D is visible from some point of S; the points of S are called guards. 
Chv~tal [5] proved that I n/3 3 guards are always sufficient and occasionally neces- 
sary for the interior of a simple polygon of n sides (this result is usually referred to as 
the Art gallery theorem). However, Lee and Lin [16] proved that to find the minimum 
number of vertex guards for a polygon is NP-hard, and their result was extended to 
point guards by Aggarwal [1]. 
Many variations to these results have been explored [17, 19]. One of the problems 
considered was the study of guarding- or illuminating- arrangements of geometric 
objects, such as circles, triangles, isothetic rectangles and so on [6-9, 19]. In a different 
direction, Shermer [18] introduced a new variation by considering, for a given 
polygon P, what he called a hidden set for P: a set of points of P such that any two of 
them cannot see each other. He also studied hidden sets restricted to vertices of P, as 
well as hidden sets of guards for P. Hidden sets are known in the mathematics 
literature as visually independent sets, and are closely related to the notion of 
m-convexity of a set [2-4, 12, 14, 20]. These papers examine the decomposition and 
characterization f regions with a fixed size of a maximum hidden set. 
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In this paper we focus our attention on hidden sets for arrangements of segmentS. 
As segments are 'basic pieces' for geometric objects, some results can then be extended 
to other arrangements. After describing preliminary results in Section 2, we develop in 
Section 3 the core of the paper. We end in Section 4 with some concluding remarks 
and open problems. 
2. Preliminary results 
All the domains we consider hereafter are closed, connected and can be covered by 
a finite number of convex subsets. We use the following notation: 
~(D) = minimum size of a guard set for D, 
fl(D) = maximum size of a hidden set in D, 
?(D) = minimum size of a convex-decomposition of D. 
Then we certainly have c~(D) ~< fl(D) <<. ?(D). Unfortunately these bounds for fl(D) are 
in general too large. It is not hard to find examples [13] such that the gap between the 
parameters becomes arbitrarily large. 
In spite of its possible weakness, the former upper bound has some interesting 
consequences. For example, let P be a simple polygon with n vertices and let fli(P) and 
fie(P) be the size of the maximum hidden set in the interior and the exterior of P, 
respectively. Using external bisectors for convex angles and internal bisectors for 
concave angles we obtain a decomposition of the exterior and of the interior of P into 
convex sets. So we get the following result: 
Observations 2.1. Let P be a polygon with n vertices, r of  them being reflex. Then 
l~<f l i~<r+l~<n-2  and 3<<. f le~n- r<~n.  
With the same method and Euler's formula we obtain: 
Observation 2.2. Let P be a polygon with h holes and n vertices, r o f  them being reflex. 
Then 
l ~ fli <~ r + l <~ n - h and 3 ~ h <~ fle <~ n - r + h. 
Observation 2.3. Let d be an arrangement o fk  disjoint convex polygons, with a total o f  
n vertices. The size of  a hidden set in the exterior o fd  is at most n - k + 1. This value is 
tight, and can be obtained with constructions similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. 
From the computational viewpoint, it would be nice to have an algorithm for 
finding, for a given set D, a hidden set with maximum size. We end this section by 
recalling a negative result in that direction: 
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Fig. 1. A maximum size hidden set. 
Theorem 2.4 (Shermer [-18]). The problem of  f indin9 a maximum hidden set in the 
interior of  a polygon is NP-hard.  
3. The case for segments 
Given an arrangement of segments in the plane, we say that two points A and B see 
each other when the segment AB does not cross the interior of any segment of the 
arrangement (Fig. 2). We assume hereafter that all the arrangements are in 9eneral 
position, this meaning that no two segments lie on a common supporting line. 
Given n disjoint segments in the plane, except possibly for common end points, and 
in general position, by extending one after another until hitting the interior of another 
segment or one of these extended lines previously obtained (Fig. 3), we get a de- 
composit ion of the plane in n + 1 convex regions (when closed); every region can hide 
at most a point, so the arrangement can hide at most n + 1 points. 
Notice that if the segments were not in general position, the decomposition 
described above would degenerate. For  example, if all the segments were collinear, 
only two convex regions would be obtained, and only two points could be hidden. 
The maximum value n + 1 can occasionally be reached, as shown in Fig. 4. On the 
other hand, we can see in Fig. 5 an arrangement of 2m segments ~, ... ,sin, tl, . . . ,  t,, 
that can hide only m + 2 points. So, the size of a maximum hidden set for an 
arrangement of n segments i not a fixed quantity, but depends on the arrangements. 
This invites a search for an algorithm taking as input an arrangement of n segments, 
and giving as output a hidden set of points, with maximum cardinality. But a polygon 
with n sides would be an admissible input, and the hidden set in the output could then 
' ," . " . . . . .  -e l  
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Fig. 2. Point A can see B, C and D, but not E. 
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Fig. 3. Convex decomposition by progressive extension of segments. 
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Fig. 4. An arrangement of n segments with maximum hidden set of size n + 1. 
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Fig. 5. An arrangement of 2m segments with maximum hidden set of size m + 2. 
be easily processed in polynomial time for deciding which points are inside the 
polygon, so producing two hidden sets with maximum cardinality, one for the exterior 
of the polygon, another for the interior. By Theorem 2.4 we get the following 
consequence: 
Theorem 3.1. Given an arrangement of disjoint segments, except possibly for common 
end points, the problem of finding a maximum hidden set of points in NP-hard. 
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In this situation it is natural to look for a quantity h(n) in such a way that we can 
guarantee that any arrangement ofn segments will hide at least h(n) points. This we do 
after recalling a theorem that turns out to be the cornerstone of our results; 
Theorem 3.2. (Erd6s-Szekeres [10]). Let {ai} = al, a2 . . . . .  a, be a sequence of k real 
numbers with n > k2; then {ai} has a non-increasing subsequence with more than k terms 
or a non-decreasing subsequence with more than k terms. 
It is worth noticing that the result is the best possible: the sequence 
k ,k  - 1 . . . . .  1,2k, 2k -  1 . . . . .  k + 1 . . . . .  k2, k 2 - 1, ... ,k 2 -k  + 1 
has length k 2 and does not have any monotonic subsequence with length k + 1. 
Moreover, given a sequence of n real numbers, its longest monotonic subsequence an 
be found in time O(n lg n) [15], which is optimal [11]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let h(n) be the minimum cardinality of a maximum hidden set when 
considering all the arrangements of disjoint segments, except possibly for common end 
points, and in general positions. Then we have h(n)eO(x/~ ). More precisely: 
k ~< h(k 2) ~< 2k. 
Proof. Let s and t be two segments such that the midpoint M, of t has greater abscissa 
than the midpoint M~ of s. If the slope of s is less than the slope of t, let us consider 
a point P~ 'immediately below' P~ and a point Pt 'immediately below' Mr. Regardless of 
what the ordinate of Mt is, the points P~ and Pt do not see each other (Fig. 6, left). If the 
slope of s is greater than the slope of t, we just change the former construction by 
placing the points above the segments instead of below them (Fig. 6, right). For two 
parallel segments (but not sharing a common supporting line) we can arbitrarily place 
the points above or below them. 
Let us consider now an arrangement of n disjoint segments, except possibly for 
common end points, and in general position. Since we can rotate the arrangement, we 
can assume that there are neither vertical segments nor midpoints with equal abscissae. 
Let Xl, ... ,x, be the sequence, strictly increasing, of the abscissae of the midpoints, 
Fig. 6. Placement ofhidden points depending on slopes (several difference placement oft and P, are shown 
for each placement ofP~). 
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Fig. 7. An arrangement of k z segments with maximum hidden set of size 2k. 
and let {Pi} = P~ . . . .  , p, be the sequence of the corresponding slopes. Let us select he 
longest monotonic subsequence of {pi}; a point can be hidden near every chosen 
segment, and by Theorem 3.2 we have obtained a hidden set with size not less than 
On the other hand, let us consider in the half-plane x > 0 a polygonal chain C with 
k edges, convex towards the x-axis; for simplicity of description, we take the end 
points of C with equal ordinate (refer to Fig. 7). Let us replace very segment of C by 
a circular arc, concave towards the x-axis, with enormous radius, and let us take 
k chords of each such an arc, subtending disjoint arcs. The 'top sides' of any two 
segments in different arcs see each other completely. Below an arc we can hide no 
more than one point. So a maximum hidden set will have size 2k: a point below every 
subcollection of segments, plus the k points 'immediately above' the segments in one of 
the arcs. [] 
It is interesting to notice that the geometric construction giving the bound 
h(k 2) ~< 2k follows the same idea that the example proving the tightness of 
Erdtis-Szekeres's theorem. All the slopes in the first group (arc) are lesser than the 
slopes in the second group, these are lesser than the slopes in the third group, and so 
on, but the k segments in every arc-group have a decreasing sequence of slopes. 
The algorithm for the placement of the points given by the former theorem starts 
with the selection of the suitable subset of segments. This can be done, as already 
mentioned, in time O(n lg n). We omit the details here, but it is easy to see 1-13] that 
a security distance e can be computed within the same time bound, in such a way that 
the points on the bisectors of the selected segments, at distance, ~, do not see each 
other (above/below depends on the character of the selected sequence of slopes). So we 
have: 
Theorem 3.4. Given an arrangement of n disjoint segments, except possibly for common 
end points, and in general position, a hidden set of points with size r x/~ ] can be 
obtained in O(n lg n) time. 
Isothetic objects constitute a special case usually deserving special attention, 
because their suitability for graphic processing. In our context that corresponds to 
arrangements of segments parallel to the coordinate axis. Given such an arrangement 
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of size n, it is obvious that we can obtain at least a hidden set with cardinality r hi2 7, 
because by selecting only the vertical (or only the horizontal) segments we can place 
a point very near each of them, always in the same side. We prove below that over that 
value, only an extra quantity of points of the order ~ can be guaranteed for a hidden 
set. To make easier the description of the construction, we resort to the usual 
geographic language and abbreviations concerning the cardinal points. 
Theorem 3.5. Every arrangement of n disjoint isothetic segments, except possibly for 
common end points, and in general position, can hide at least 
F n/2 + 
points, and this hidden set can be computed in O(n lg n) time. Moreover, there are 
orthogonal arrangements of n segments with maximum hidden set of size 
F n/2 + l 
Proof. (Refer to Fig. 8) 
Step 1: Let s be a continuous monotonic curve (i.e. the graph of a monotonic 
function y =f(x)), that we assume without loss of generality to be decreasing, as 
commented below. This curve classifies the horizontal segments in three classes: 
segments intersecting the curve, segments above the curve, and segments below the 
curve. We denote hi, ha and hb their respective cardinalities. A similar classification for 
vertical segments gives the number vi, va and vb. Let us imagine a 'box' with top left 
corner anchored above and more to the left that any segment, and with bottom right 
corner moving along s from NW to SE, so expanding the box. Each time the right side 
hits a vertical segment v we stick a point to the right side of v. Similarly, when the 
lower side of the box hits a horizontal segment h we stick a point below h. It is 
important to observe that every segment intersecting s gets a point with such 
a process. The points we get do not see each other because any time we add a new 
point, this point cannot see anything inside the current box. The total amount of 
points placed in such a way is 
[NW~SE]  = vi + hi + va + hb. 
-,_-, 
,SE 
Fig. 8. Placing a hidden set of points by expanding a box. 
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But if we repeat the process with a box expanding from SE to NW, we will 
place 
[SE~NW]=vi+h i+vb+ha.  
As a consequence 
[NW~SE]  + [SE ~NW]  = [(vi + hi) + va + hb] + [vi + hi + vb + ha] 
= vi + hi + n. 
and the greater of these quantities will be at least 
" 
# segments intersecting the curve 
+ 2 
If the monotone curve s would have been the graph of an increasing function, we 
would have used the SW~-~NE sense. We should now obtain a monotonic urve, 
interesecting asmany segments as possible. 
Step 2: Let us see that there is a monotonic urve intersecting atleast V n 7 segments. 
With that purpose, let us substitute every segment for its midpoint. Let 
P1 = (xl, Yl) . . . . .  Pn = (x,, Yn) the points so obtained once sorted by increasing ab- 
scissa. The sequence of their ordinates will contain a monotonic subsequence of length 
at least V x//~ 7; the corresponding points will define a polygonal chain, that will be the 
curve we looked for. 
Placement: After sorting the segments by the abscissae of their midpoints, the 
construction of the polygonal chain can be achieved in time O(n lg n) with Knuth's 
algorithm, and the segments accordingly classified in O(n) time. The final placement of 
the points can be done within the same time bound, using a suitable security distance 
(for details, see [13]). So the overall running time is O(n Ig n). 
Nearly-tightness (Refer to Fig. 9.): Let us consider n = k 2 segments distributed in 
k balanced subgroups in such a way that these subgroups form an increasing 'stair' 
(dotted lines in Fig. 9), but inside every subgroup the 'stair' of segments i decreasing; 
moreover the pattern of the subgroups alternates by reflexion. In this way we can get 
a decomposition of the plane in 
convex  pieces (dashed lines in Fig. 9), so giving the combinatorial bound in the 
statement. [] 
Theorem 3.5 has some interesting consequences we describe below. 
Corollary 3.6. Every arrangement of n disjoint segments, except possibly for common 
end points, in general position, and with a total of s different slopes (s >1 2), can hide 
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Fig. 9. An arrangement of k 2 segments with maximum hidden set of size (k2/2) + k. 
at least 
points. 
Proof. Let us take the segments uch that their slopes correspond to the two more 
popular classes and let us discard the rest; we will have not less than 2n/s segments. 
A suitable bijective affinityfcan transform these segments in an isothetic arrangement 
while preserving linear incidence and, consequently, visibility relationships. Now 
Theorem 3.5 applies to these 2n/s segments and we can complete the process by doing 
f -1 .  [] 
It should be noticed that this corollary gives a tighter bound than [- x//-n 7, the result 
obtained in Theorem 3.3, when s ~< xf~. 
For arrangements of orthogonal (isothetic) polygons uch that one knows perfectly 
how many points can be hidden in their interiors, Theorem 3.5 can also be applied. 
We will consider in this paper the case for parallelograms with sides parallel to two 
fixed lines, which include the rectangle case as a special case. 
Corollary 3.7. Every arrangement of n disjoint parallelograms with sides parallel to two 
fixed and pairwise non-collinear lines, can hide a set of at least n + F x~ ~ 7 points exterior 
to all parallelogram. There are arrangements with maximum hidden set of size 
n+[- 2,~/n + 1 7. 
Proof. By using an affinity, if necessary, we can assume that the objects of the 
arrangement are orthogonal rectangles. They can be considered as 4n isothetic 
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Fig. 10. An arrangement of k 2 rectangles with maximum hidden set of size k 2 + 2k + 1. 
segments in the plane, and will hide not less than 
- -+T/= 2n +r ,/; q 
points. Inside every rectangle there will be at most one point, so discarding these 
points we get not less than n + r ~ ] points. 
On the other hand, let us assume that n = k a. The arrangement in Fig. 10 has 
a maximum hidden set with size (k + 1) 2 = k 2 -t- 2k + 1 = n + 2x//-n + 1. [] 
The technique in the preceding proof can also be applied to an arrangement of
n triangles with sides pairwise non collinear and parallel to three fixed lines, giving 
a hidden set of not less than 
n+-5- 
pOints. A construction very similar to the 'stairs method' repeatedly used 
above provides an arrangement of n triangles with maximum hidden set of size 
n + 2x//-n. 
4. Concluding remarks and open problems 
Hidden sets for arrangements of objects in the plane have been studied in this paper. 
The combinatorial bounds and techniques obtained for the basic case of arrange- 
ments of segments have proved to be useful in some other situations. 
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Even though the order of magn i tude  in our  results is opt imal ,  there is a gap 
(essential ly a factor 2) between our  lower and  upper  bounds.  Our  first open prob lem is 
to nar row such a gap. 
On  the other hand,  the d iscrepancy between the bounds  becomes greater when the 
method used for para l le lgrams i appl ied to tr iangles or to o r thogona l  hexagons.  An 
interest ing prob lem is to f ind closer bounds  for such s i tuat ions as well as for s imilar 
a r rangements  ( ay a po lygon and its translates). 
Many  other open prob lems can be obta ined  by emulat ing  the var iat ions in guard-  
ing problems.  One  could, for example,  use Lk-visibility, or hide objects other than 
points,  or study the prob lem in three dimensions.  
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